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PARC life

Ground-breaking technological innovations
have been the calling card of the Palto Alto
Research Center (PARC) since it was
established by Xerox 40 years ago. Laser
printing, graphical user interface and
Ethernet take their places on a long list of
inventions that have had a revolutionary
impact on offices, businesses and homes
around the world. In 2002, however, the
company underwent a reinvention in order to
focus on commercial innovation as much as
on technological advances. That PARC today
is seen as a beacon of IP commercialisation is
a testament to the success of this
transformation – and to the efforts of
Damon C Matteo, PARC’s vice president and
chief intellectual property officer. 

The story of PARC begins back in 1970,
when Xerox decided to open an additional
research arm. It did so not at the company’s
Connecticut headquarters, but 3,000 miles
away in a region that was soon to become
known as Silicon Valley. “They had the
foresight to separate PARC geographically and
philosophically from the mothership on the
east coast,” Matteo explains. “They set PARC
up with an incredibly broad charter: basically,
to invent the office of the future.” With
numerous innovations, including WYSIWYG
editing and multi-beam lasers, notched up
during its first decades, it is fair to say that
Xerox PARC more than fulfilled this brief. 

But the environment changed over time
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and in 2002 Xerox PARC was restructured
to become PARC, an independent research
and commercial entity. Shortly afterwards,
Matteo – at the time in charge of licensing
for Hewlett-Packard – was brought in to
run the IP operation. He was faced with an
unusual prospect for a chief IP officer
(CIPO). “We were effectively a 30-year-old
start-up trying to figure out how to make IP
as a business work,” he says. 

The commercialisation of PARC’s
intellectual property has been Matteo’s
chief concern and a quick glance at the
company’s client list suggests that things
have gone according to plan since he took
up the reins. PARC still counts Xerox as 
its largest customer; however, it also 
carries out contract research for private
companies and government organisations
including Samsung, Sun Microsystems and
the US army. 

Transforming the PARC model
But making major changes to a well-
established, well-known enterprise is not
without risk. Matteo has managed to do this
without diminishing the company’s sterling
reputation by creating and developing a
platform of different ways to extract value
from its IP assets. 

One crucial innovation introduced by
Matteo is that the IP team is now involved
from the earliest stages of development.
Before his tenure, the commercial aspect
was something of an afterthought. Matteo
describes how previously, the IP team would
be brought in at the end of the research
process; the approach was along the lines of:
“Here’s a pile of patents, figure out what to
do with them.”

Today, things are different. “Basically,
my role is cradle to grave – even before the
cradle,” he explains. “We help lay the
groundwork. We identify where there is a
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crowded space and identify where there is
an opportunity. We have a good sense of
what our competencies are and where we
have advantaged competencies, so we try to
identify a way that we can intersect an
advantaged technology position with an
advantaged market position. Often that’s
the genesis of a new research effort.” So
Matteo and his team are part of the process
from before the first invention disclosure is
filed, and continue to be involved
throughout the identification, capture,
nurturing and strategic management of the
asset, all the way up to the final transaction. 

The importance of early involvement
was something that Matteo learned while
working as a private consultant for a wide
range of clients, ranging from start-ups and
universities to large multinationals. “For me,
the measure of success wasn’t just if I did a
big deal for my client. It was when they
came back again and involved me earlier in
the process, and they brought me deeper
into their own process,” he says. So it is
gratifying for him to see the same thing
happening at PARC. Outside companies are
returning for repeat business, but are now
coming at an earlier stage and asking for
advice. “I think that speaks volumes to the
impact and import that we’ve had on all of
our commercial customers,” Matteo states.

Bridging the chasm
Bridging the chasm between research and
commercialisation is one of the major
challenges for Matteo. His solution has been
to develop a number of different vehicles to
extract maximum value from PARC’s
intellectual capital. “We employ things like
government contract work; we also have our
own internal R&D fund that we use; and we
partner with different companies,” he
explains. “So, for example, we’ll identify a
competency and different companies that

we believe we can work with in maturing
the technology. So we may want to do R&D
to get some credibility and get a sense of
where we are with the technology. Then we
may decide that Company A may take us a
little further in this direction; then we can
engage Company B; then we are in a
position to license out or do a spin-out.”

This range of options means that
Matteo has to think hard about strategy. 
He first must consider how best to decide
which IP to develop, then decide on the
optimal commercialisation path and finally
select which pathways to utilise. “That can
get difficult,” he confesses, “but if it were
easy, it wouldn’t be fun.” 

Something that Matteo finds
considerably easier, however, is explaining
why PARC enjoys such a good reputation in
the IP marketplace. “IP isn’t a key element
in our product; it is our product,” he says.
Moreover, PARC has been blazing a trail in
its approach to commercialisation: “We
were forging and creating business models
and approaches for creating assets and the
commercial disposition of assets that
hadn’t been done before. By and large, we
were the first company to be doing the vast
majority of these things.” 

Structure
Matteo is one of eight PARC vice presidents
reporting directly to the company’s chief
executive, Stephen Hoover. That’s a pretty
good indication of how important the IP
function is at the company, he says: “The fact
that we are involved from pre-cradle to post-
grave, and the fact that I report directly to
the CEO, really tells you the role.”
Furthermore, as Matteo has responsibility
for all of PARC’s operations that involve
intellectual property, and because intellectual
property is so central to the whole of PARC,
he has a panoramic view of the business. “I’m

PARC facts

• The company was founded in 1970 as
Xerox PARC.

• In 2002 it became PARC, an independent
subsidiary of Xerox. 

• Clients include Fujitsu, Motorola, Sun
Microsystems and Samsung, and US
government organisations such as the
Department of Energy, the National
Institutes of Health and the US 
Air Force.

• Its revenues in 2009 were US$60 million.
• PARC employs 250 people, consisting of

170 scientists and engineers and 80
business and operational staff.

• There are four research divisions at the
company: computing science, electronic
materials and devices, hardware systems 
and intelligent systems.

• Areas of expertise include biomedical
systems, thin-film technologies, user-
interaction design, intelligent control
systems, natural language processing
and artificial intelligence. 

• More than 100 patents are issued
annually to PARC (average 2002-2006).

Some PARC innovations

1971: Laser printing
1973: Ethernet
1979: Natural language processing
1982: Fibre optics
1986: Multi-beam lasers
1990: Multi-user virtual world
1993: First live artistic performance on 

the internet
2000: Electronic reusable paper
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one of those people who sees the spectrum
of all of the different things involved here:
analytics, legal, transactional, business,
technical and the market.” 

Reporting to Matteo is a wide spectrum
of people with diverse expertise and
backgrounds. “I have groups that do
analytics work; I have technology domain
managers; I have legal people in the patent
and transactional realm; plus I have the
administrative group that does the
docketing, IP capture/codification and our
own unique database and analytics
development,” he explains. Although PARC
has a clear corporate structure, it tends to
function as a “matrix” organisation, as
Matteo puts it; this means that he can draw
on the know-how of employees from across
the entire company. PARC’s organisational
structure is also in harmony with its
innovative approach: “I try not to allow an
artificially rigid structure to shape or
constrain how we achieve our objectives.” 

From there to here
Matteo sees the nurturing of the next
generation of IP experts as a crucial part 
of his role at PARC: “Mentoring is very
important. Something that I do with all new
hires is to sit them down so that we develop a
career path.” Recruits are generally surprised
when they are told that they will be moved
into a variety of roles, but they ultimately
come to understand why. They would be well
advised to pay attention, as it is Matteo’s own
dynamic career that has given him the wide-
ranging insight he deploys at PARC. However,
there has been nothing random about his
choices: Matteo is one of a rare breed who has
managed to sketch out his ideal career path
and follow it to fruition. 

Matteo’s interest in science and
technology was awakened at a tender age. “I
grew up watching documentaries about big

science at places like the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and NASA,”
he says. “I wasn’t old enough to fully
appreciate it, but the first time I saw people
walking on the moon it shaped my world
view and made me believe that technology
could make anything possible.” Crucially, he
was curious not just about technology itself,
but also about how to get it out into the
world. “Good ideas that lie fallow are
useless,” he says. “It’s bringing them to life
that really makes the difference.” 

But there was no formal career path that
would lead Matteo directly to a top position
in the global IP marketplace. So he studied
international technology management,
economics and business – a perfect blend
of the technical and commercial. Academic
studies completed, he started out his career
with a single-minded determination. “I tend
to be a long-term strategic thinker,” he says,
“so I had identified a number of different –
for lack of a better characterisation – dream
jobs that I wanted to accumulate. I wanted
to work overseas; I wanted to work for a
large multinational; I wanted to work for a
national laboratory; and I wanted to work
for a university.” All this he has achieved.
His resumé to date includes the University
of California, the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and Hewlett-Packard,
as well as stints working abroad in Japan
and Europe. “I had a vision of what I wanted
to do, which is what I do now,” Matteo says.
“I wanted to know all the organisations that
I would deal with, but from the inside.”

Matteo recognised early on that working
in intellectual property at the highest level
would require him to deal with people with
diverse skill sets, in environments ranging
from mega corporations to small
laboratories. “If you can’t speak the same
language, or if you don’t understand what
the sensitivities or the requisites are for

Matteo testifying before the House of
Representatives’ Judiciary Committee 
in January 2011

The PARC campus, Palo Alto, California
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these parties, it’s incredibly difficult to get
through negotiations to make a deal
happen,” he explains. His professional
history has thus proved invaluable:
“Basically, in terms of negotiations, there is
nobody I can sit across a table from that I
don’t know his world from the inside.” 

After several years running the licensing
operation at Hewlett-Packard, Matteo made
the move to PARC, a company that he had
had his eye on for “a very long time”. With
impeccable timing, the challenges at the
new PARC organisation fitted in with
Matteo’s by now extensive experience.

“I had it on my top five list for quite a
while, but like everything in life, it’s timing
dependent. Before, when it was a captive
research organisation for Xerox, it didn’t
really feel like there was the opportunity to
do the kind of creative things that I wanted to
do,” he explains. But the 2002 changes meant
that when PARC invited him to join, he was
perfectly placed to seize the opportunity. “I
was at a point at HP where things were
running very smoothly and it felt that there
wasn’t the next quantum leap to take there.”
When PARC eventually came calling, the role
on offer afforded him the additional degree of
freedom that he was ready for.

Matteo suggests that his skill set is not
PARC specific; rather, all budding CIPOs
should possess similar attributes. His
commitment to experiencing every aspect
of the IP world has been essential to the
role: “I deeply believe that it’s necessary to
be able to walk in all of these worlds with
roughly equal facility to do this job
properly,” he says. “You can’t be an
administrator; you can’t be someone from
finance saying, ‘OK, just go improve the
P&L.’ And I can’t overemphasise the fact
that experience with all the people who you
are going to be metaphorically sitting across
the table from, knowing them from the
inside, is an invaluable strategic tool,
because it helps identify the opportunities
and realise them, as well as spot the
obstacles and avoid them.”

Deals
Although Matteo is recognised as a
consummate dealmaker, confidentiality
clauses mean that he cannot speak in any
detail about his work in this field. But there
is no doubt that he has negotiated some very
significant agreements. “I have done multiple
deals worth over US$100 million, certainly,
in domains ranging from semiconductors to
software, web-related and clean-tech,” he
confirms. While Matteo may be unable to
give specifics about the companies he has
worked with, he is happy to explain how the

deal process can operate at PARC. 
One starting point is PARC’s internal

R&D. Here, Matteo and his team identify
the assets that they want to invest in and
then look for the best commercialisation
path. “Typically, as we’re investing we’ll be
making forays into the different markets to
test receptivity, but also –  just as
importantly –  to identify what their
requisites for success are,” he explains. “We
are very good at what we do, but it’s not
possible, or practical and efficient, to know
everybody’s business as well as they do; our
goal is to leverage comparative advantage
– our client’s and our own –  to our mutual
benefit.” During this process, Matteo and
his team will make contact with a number
of potential buyers or licensees for the
technology: “So by the time we have an
asset that is reasonably mature, I’ve usually
already developed a number of potential
vehicles.”

An alternative process involves deals
that come “over the transom”, as Matteo
puts it. These are a slightly different beast,
because the client has already identified an
interest in a particular product. “Or they
may come to us and say, ‘We have a problem
with our XYZ product – any way you guys
can help?’ Those deals typically have a
different flavour, but it’s always interesting.”
Sometimes a company will have an interest
in a specific patent, but Matteo can advise if
it would be better off with something
different. Moreover, he isn’t afraid to turn

Matteo with fellow members of the 
Patent Policy Advisory Committee
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away business if he doesn’t think that PARC
can help. “I feel that being straight with
people if there is something that they
shouldn’t be buying is incredibly important.
It’s impossible to overstate the value of
reputation,” he explains.

The length of time it takes between the
initial spark of inspiration and sealing the
deal can vary greatly. Matteo highlights two
very different examples. “PARC had been
doing natural language research for north of

25 years by the time I got here and we had
hundreds of patents, a huge corpus of
intellectual property. This is one of those
  fait accompli portfolios – what do we do
with it? So I wrapped it up and managed to
put it into a spin-out company which was
later sold to Microsoft. Cradle to grave for
that was probably about 28 years.”

He contrasts this with another deal, this
time in the solar concentrator domain. His
team first identified an area where they had

Damon Matteo in his own words …

George Washington is my
greatest inspiration. By sheer
force of will and moral character,
he led the revolutionary army to
an impossible victory against an
unbeatable foe.  It makes you
believe anything is possible with
sufficient dedication of purpose...
and that’s me, I don’t like to take
“no” for an answer.

I’ve always loved and
appreciated the antiquities and
had an affinity for nature, so I
suppose my favourite vacation
spot is Greece. It’s the perfect
marriage of historic richness and
natural beauty – something for
the mind and for the soul. 

Two places come to mind when
I think about where I might
want to live if not in the United
States, and for different reasons:
China, where I travel, lecture and
conduct business frequently; and
Brazil, where I’ve yet to visit. I’m
already quite familiar with China,
so I know the culture and the
business environment, but I’m
never there long enough to fully
realise its potential. Brazil is the
opposite – living there would be
an opportunity to de novo
explore, find my new challenge
and divine the path to making 
it real. 

I grew up in a very small town in
the wooded hills on the New
York-New Jersey border. Rural
enough to give me an appreciation
for nature and proximate enough
to Manhattan to give me an
appreciation for pretty much
everything else: museums,

libraries, the performing arts… 

I had fanciful notions of
becoming a palaeontologist.
I guess that’s a childhood
fascination that I never quite
divested myself of... as evidenced
by the dinosaurs populating the
shelves of my office, even an
origami dinosaur I learned to make
while I was living in Japan.

When I was 15 years old, I had a
summer job working at a pizza
restaurant. When I took the job, I
had dreams of days overflowing
with lots of free pizza (which
proved true), but hadn’t fully
appreciated the downsides – the
worst of which was climbing on
top of the still-hot pizza ovens
hunched over in the sweltering,
tight space to clean the venting
hoods. This was the first touch of
business reality and it helped
shape my belief in holistic
assessment of opportunities and
business cases.

My favourite cuisine varies wildly
with my mood and appetite,
but Thai, Afghan, Indian and
seafood probably top the list.

I’m a big believer in balance.
When I am not working I like
physical fitness. I exercise – I do
mixed martial arts, gym, hiking,
things like that. 

For young people looking to
take up a career in intellectual
property, I’d say work at PARC.
There’s no better place to learn
the trade; in my totally unbiased
opinion, of course.

Coming to PARC was the
biggest career risk I’ve taken.
I joined when PARC first separated
from Xerox as a standalone
research business: uncertain
times. I feared it might be
encumbered by all of the baggage
of its large corporate history and
have none of the advantages and
agility normally associated with
(and required for) a new business. 

One of the things that gives me
most pleasure is walking the
aisles of large electronics stores
and being able to point to
something on the shelf and say,
“That’s there because of a deal I
did,” or “That’s there because of
technology we created.” The
power of technology is really best
expressed in the marketplace.

I’m of the opinion that to do
this job well, you need to be
able to walk in all of the worlds
that touch IP assets with
roughly equal facility. So

identifying those skills, or the
capacity to learn them, is key in
my hiring decisions. Often I’ve
found it easier to grow my own,
rather than hire someone with
extended experience that doesn’t
sync well with our philosophy. 

If I was speaking to my 18-
year-old self now, I’d tell him that
whatever success I’ve enjoyed in
my life and career has come from
hard work, certainly; but perhaps
more importantly, it has come
from taking chances – considered
opportunities, really – often having
to make them myself, rather than
opt into an existing path. 

My 18-year-old self would say
to me: “So, Mr Long-Term
Strategic Thinker, so you realised
all of your dream jobs… What
now?” Fortyish-year old Damon
would say right back: “Don’t
worry… you know me, always
ready to create and realise the
next challenge.”
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an advantaged technology position, then
located a place where they believed they
could enter the market. “We put together an
invention work team, iterated really quickly
and came up with some ideas,” he states.
“We then engaged the marketplace. To make
a long story short, from the time the
technology muse visited to the time we
inked the document on the spin-out
company was just over 18 months.”

The investment on this second deal was
“orders of magnitude” smaller than the
previous one, and ended up being more
lucrative. While these two examples may be
extremes, they illustrate the difference
between Xerox PARC and its successor
company. The new model developed by
Matteo focuses on the continuous iteration
of deep market connection. What this
involves is not simply searching for the
biggest market for a product; it is, Matteo
explains, “Market connection in terms of:
‘What does the industry need? How can we
add in an advantaged way? What kind of
leverage can we give us and them?’ It’s a
very different perspective and it’s been
working very well for us.” 

It’s not just PARC
In addition to his PARC role, Matteo is
chairman of the Patent Policy Advisory
Committee of the US Patent and Trademark
Office. This gives him tremendous insight
into patent issues in the United States and
internationally. He notes that many national
patent offices are struggling with the quality
of issued patents. “A lot of companies have
inadvertently turned patent practitioners
into pieceworkers,” he says, “focusing on
patent head-count, not quality. I think the
industry will suffer for a while until that
focus on quality catches up with us.”
However, he believes that the situation is
changing for the better. “People have begun
to more fully appreciate that all patents are
not created equal,” Matteo explains. “So I
think there is a growing appreciation for the
quality of the patent vis-à-vis the technology
it describes, the market position it protects,
but also how well it covers the advantaged
intersection of the two.”

Matteo is also paying close attention to
patent and technology issues in emerging
Asian markets. “I think the West is in for a
surprise,” he says. He suggests that while
the western world may be in pole position
for the moment, this looks set to change. “I
think everybody needs to prepare for some
significant competition. To use the Chinese
as a poster child for Asian competition,
they’re moving aggressively up the value
chain,” he says. “And, in true command-

economy style, they are directing the
resources, incentives and policies in unison
to support that national objective. I go to
China often and the differences in industry
and research are noticeable on a quarterly
basis: where else is anyone making progress
with such coordinated dedication and pace?
They are still struggling with the market
connection piece or, more accurately, the
market ‘anticipation’ piece. That is likely
our last and eroding advantage – especially
as they become more of the market.” 

In terms of IP protection in China,
Matteo was in Beijing a few years before the
Olympics and was impressed by the rigour
and attention being paid to monitoring and
enforcing the copyrights related to the
official merchandise. “When they want to
do it, they can do it,” he says, “it’s the skin-
in-the game motivation – they are
increasingly a party at interest in high-value
IP assets, so we can expect the IP protection
regime to improve, albeit perhaps unevenly.”
He is not threatened by the emerging
markets, but rather welcomes the
opportunity they present. “Competition
keeps us sharp and, frankly, opens up new
opportunities for the nimble, as long as it’s
fair and reasoned,” he says.

Meanwhile, back at PARC, it is the
“opportunity space” that is the greatest
thing about the role for Matteo, giving him
the chance to figure out new and interesting
business models. The company offers its
CIPO continual challenges, meaning that
there is never a dull minute. “You have lots
of degrees of freedom in the technology
space, freedom in the market domains and
even more degrees of freedom in the kinds
of commercialisation vehicles,” he says. “To
me, that’s phenomenally interesting, like
playing three-dimensional chess.”

Helen Sloan Reporter, IAM magazine




